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Kurzgefasste Liste description:
GA Number: l 1800
Contents: le†
Date: XII
Material: Parchment
Leaves: 265
Columns: 2
Lines per page: 24
Dimensions: 33.5 H x 26.5 W
Shelf Number: 2168
Corrections to K-Liste description: dimensions
CSNTM description:
GA Number: lect 1800
Contents: le†
Date: XII
Material: parchment
Leaves: 265
Columns: 2
Lines per page: 24
Dimensions: 26.2–27.0 W x 32.6–33.6 H x 7.6–8.1 D
Shelf Number: 2168
Images:
Text (530) + Additional Matter (6) + Spine & Color Chart (10) + UV (4) = 550 total
images
Foliation corrections: none
Quires: —
Additional matter: 6 images
Front: 1 additional paper leaf + cover b = 3 images
Back: 1 additional paper leaf + cover a = 3 images
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Spine, Cover, and Color Chart: 10 images1 (color chart on 1a)
Text: 265 leaves (530 images)
UV (MS pages, not ours): 264ab, 265ab
Specific Details:2
Large folio MS with modern cloth covers; leather over wood board for back cover
completely detached and in a separate folder
Trapezoid on several leaves: smaller on inside than outside
Well-worn MS; it has seen plenty of use in the divine service.
1991 catalog (192) indicates some of the history of ownership of this MS, as found on ff.
213b and 260b, as well as additional matter not found in the MS.
30a: ornate, multi-colored headpiece for introductory lection from Matthew
56ab: ornate, multi-colored headpiece for introductory lection from Mark has been cut
out.
208a: menologion begins, after a few pages of the εωθινα; menologion breaks off toward
end of August on 265b.
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Original leather over wood board for back cover still extant, but detached. Two shots required of
inside back cover; one with flap in place, one with it pulled back.
2
Leaf numbers: actual is listed first, then =, then the written number on the MS in single quotes.
Thus: 214a = ‘212a.’ Even though the quotation marks are used, there is no ‘a’ on the written page. For a
MS that is paginated, the actual leaf number is listed first, followed by =, followed by the page number in
quotes. Thus: 214a = ‘423.’
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